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Introduction 

The Girls Action Racialized Working Group is a group that meets regularly to exchange about issues pertaining to racialized girls’ and young 
women’s lives. The group is made up of women working in girls and youth-serving organizations from all across Canada. The meetings serve as 
a space of peer-learning.

This year, the working group wanted to produce a publication about young racialized women’s lives. This publication consists of an anthology: 
a collection of works including written stories, artwork, photos (or photo essays), letters, or any other kind of contribution. The goal of this 
publication is to shed light on the realities of being a racialized young woman in Canada. Seventeen women from all across Canada contributed 
to the anthology. 

Girls Action Foundation is proud to offer the opportunity to members of its network to come up with their own projects and to support them 
in their completion. 
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It takes courage to tell a story
Particularly those that hold a profound truth and struggle within you
It takes courage to be that vulnerable
To open that part of your self to the world
To the possibility of judgment or the misunderstanding of others

We all have wounds that are healing
Deeply embedded in our experiences, in our bodies, in our histories
In the stories of our ancestors and our every day

Telling our stories
Sharing our journeys
Our lessons
Our mistakes, hardships and triumphs
Invites others to heal and tell their stories too

It says - 

HEY
This happens in our world.
It happens to me
It may have happened to you in a similar way
And it happens to others too
We are not alone

Our stories reconnect us to each other so we can be nurtured and grow together.
So we can heal together. Imagine together. Co-create and transform our world together.

Find the courage to share your stories and honour the stories of others.
It matters more than we will ever know.

A Note on Stories
BY YESSICA D. ROSTAN
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 City by the Sea 
BY SAMAA AHMED
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Be Careful, it's Fragile
BY JEAN BOAMPONG

The storage room in my home looked like a rock climbing facility for gym rats because it held boxes on boxes on boxes of things in it, 
especially ancient cookware boxes. Those belong solely to my mother who refuses to move them or throw them out. I’ve never understood the 
need to keep these now dusty things. In fact, I have complained about it. What significance could all that cookware - pots, pans, spoons, 
appliances and plates - have for one person for so long? And why should it take up this much space? The kind of nightmare only Hollywood 
films create answered my question.
 

It just had to fall on a work day: The pipe under the sink in the bathroom had burst, and scorching hot water was charging through it. My 
mother banged on my door at three in the morning to alert me. As oriented as I thought I was, I was not prepared for the terrible sauna session 
that seemed to last for over three hours. It only lasted one though and seized after a successful yank at the door by the maintenance guy. 
Though the flood spread to two other rooms and drenched the carpet I’ve always hated, everything wasn’t ruined. I volunteered to start on the 
storage room, the place of sacrifices.

Upon settling in Toronto in the late 80s, my mother was involved in cooking and catering businesses, so I knew how all that stuff got in the 
storage room. It’s not that I never noticed; I’ve seen this stuff for years, but I’ve never really seen it. Old drums full of tax receipts, suitcases of 
traditional clothing, and more china and cookware than I could count were taken out one at a time into the hallway. Some boxes we opened, 
and from the amount of dust on top of the pot lids, it was obvious that they’d been in storage for a long time. But most boxes were closed. Do 

they represent missed opportunities or lost ones?   

 

I never connected the dots: those things in storage represents my mother’s memories, feelings, and dreams that she sacrificed and continues 
to sacrifice by not moving or using it. Belongings can represent pieces of our past that we’ve put away not only for safekeeping, but for 
remembrance of our journeys and where they’ve led us. To throw them out would be to forget for good and to rid ourselves of the possibility 
of going back in time in the future, trying to bring our old dreams back to life. I can’t imagine what it was like for my mother to pack twice - 
once to move to leave home, and once to put away any semblance of pursuing a career in cooking and catering once my brothers and I were 

born. I wonder if she has ever considered unpacking.  

 

Oftentimes, immigrant mothers are misunderstood as only manifesting their dreams in their children. It’s easy to come to that conclusion when 
we don’t create spaces for those stories to be heard and listened to. Moving nasty, wet cardboard will make you think about how that happens. 
Amongst my fellow immigrant friends, I have moaned and complained about how hard it is to reach the paper towel bag or the laundry 
detergent because I have to bypass 3 sets of stove top pot boxes. I have complained about packing dishes or old but still usable furniture away 
because I don’t ever know where to put it. Although these conversations bring my friends and me together, they separate the reasons for 
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storage from the stories our mothers hold onto with integrity, pride, sadness, despair, and every other emotion in between.   

 

What does it feel like to walk by your decisions every day? My mother peering from her room is only one clue I got while cleaning up. Etched in 
my brain is the way she wasn’t looking at me but rather fixating on the empty storage room. I’m afraid to ask her about it all for fear of 
triggering something painful, deep, and regretful. Objects and items with strong significance represent points in our lives that cannot be 
replaced; they are oftentimes the only memories we have. Even though I low-key wanted my mother to donate this stuff, I know now that 

donating it would be erasing pieces of her journey.  

 

My mother had to let go of feelings and memories attached to the storage room cookware that would’ve halted her own survival. Maybe I 
should ask myself a question - what does it feel like to walk by the sacrifices your mother has made every day? While her kids (me and my 
brothers) are trying to chase our dreams, my mother’s are stored away. And I am reminded of it every time I walk by the now organized, now 
understood, now realized room of sacrifices.
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Bold curves like the meander in a river, running endlessly towards something bigger. A world that 
she has not yet seen; one that had been locked away, to remain hidden

Eyes full of wonder, constantly roaming the bright blue skies, resting on silhouettes of clouds and 
seeking the warmth of sunlight on her cheeks

An energy so powerful that she could break free from her chains, leaving nothing in her way. 
Standing before the Sun; the light capturing her reflection over the water

Unwavering is her strength as she washes over her scars, tracing the lines along her veins with the 
tips of her fingers, becoming invisible as they are enveloped in her shadow

There is no greater fear than to be unseen. As she grows, so do the scars. But they remain 
concealed and she builds herself bigger walls to protect herself

In her perceived weakness, she builds. Creating a structure that only she can destroy, a haven of 
brick and mortar stacked up and into the sky

From her tower, she watches and waits patiently. People gaze at the architecture as they pass, 
shrugging shoulders and quickly dispersing as it escapes the periphery of their view

Underwhelming as it may have appeared, the tower stood for decades beyond the eyes that 
passed it. Many threw stones. Others threw sticks. Some drew flames. It did not retaliate, it held its 
place. Though the damages were never seen, they were always felt

Like the tower, she stands strong. Because many will pass seeking harm, and each one will feel the 
crumbling of the bricks as they land. When they fall, the ground will shake and open up, releasing 
the river waters and washing away the destruction.

Black is beautiful.

BLACK &
BY MAYA MCDONALD 
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I make believe. Make ropes to tie my hair up. Learn to read your story backwards. Find 
my maps torn I couldn’t follow those roads back to where we met I didn't know where 
you had taken me there were no walls in the house you kept.

When I left I took the bus back home at 3am. For months I look for your car outside my 
apartment. 4am phone calls from your blocked number. You didn't tell me to leave: I had 
abandoned. You want me to go/don't go. You'll love me more. You wait for me to give in 
and come back to you.

What happens next is not part of your story. 

Artist Statement: Rapunzel in Reverse is about surviving woman-to-woman partner abuse. The poem 
documents my process of unravelling the narratives and behaviours that are used as abusive tactics 
to manipulate, isolate, gaslight, violate, and control. This rendition of the Rapunzel story also aims to 
show how violence in relationships is socially normalized. Writing has been a way for me to break 
free of the abuse, articulate self-knowledge, and heal.
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Mughal Queen 
BY SAMAA AHMED 
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BY ASHLEIGH CATIBOG-ABRAHAM

The Box Marked Other 

Two different coloured parents, 
created a multicoloured me.
I don't look like my mother or my father
I am a subtle combination of the two.

The stares, the whispers, 
I always knew that it was about my skin, 

I was too much of both extremes, 
to ever truly fit in. 

I often wondered why I was the way I was
and where I belonged. 
Why I looked so different, 

and why it all felt so wrong. 

I wanted my skin to be lighter

and my hair to be straighter. 
I stared at my reflection for hours

wishing I could change the person staring 
back at me. 

For years I checked off the box marked 
"other"

with great disdain. 
I wanted one true identity,
I didn't want to be in between. 

As I got older

the world got meaner, 
the world had more say
about who I was. 

I couldn't be both races,
that was rule number one.
But I couldn't choose which,
I had no say about it. 

The invisible barrier prevented me from being
fully embraced in the land I was born.

Bits of me belong elsewhere
Bits of me are scattered here and there.

I had to look like them.
I had to think like them.
Or else they would

hate me. 

I had to fit in a box.

One that they labelled
with my new identity

and everything I should be.

I broke myself into pieces
to squeeze into their box.
From that I hated myself, 

even more than before.

Building myself an identity
was difficult because,
I didn’t know

who I was.

Caught in between nature and nurture, 

never knowing which to cling to. 
Never knowing which to keep
or which to let go of.

Who I was
in the womb isn’t who
I was meant to be

when I was born. 

I jumped through hoops,

to be who I thought I was supposed to be.
But I’m not what they want
and I’ll never be. 

Loving myself was the strongest 
ammunition in my arsenal.

Instead of looking outside for approval, 
I should have been looking within. 

The answer was so simple, 
but not easily exercised. 
The world is full of people
telling you who to be and what to look like. 

But I don't belong in a box.
Yes my roots are planted,
yet I'm meant to flourish,
yet I'm meant to bloom.

Don't look at my skin
to figure out where I am from.
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Don't look to my skin
to determine if I am who I say I am. 

Don’t look to my skin
to compare me to others. 
Don’t look to my skin
to put me in a box. 
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An Angry Woman of Colour
BY EREN CERVANTES-ALTAMIRANO

I am tired… I am tired of justifying my conversion to Islam. I am wary of explaining that my maternal line is Indigenous and that my paternal line 
is metizo. I am irritated while telling people that I “look Asian” because my great-great- grandfather was Chinese. I am drained when describing 
why my family immigrated to Turtle Island. I am just exhausted of having to defend anything. But the fact that I am tired seems to mean very 
little to the world around me.

A few months ago I opened my mailbox just to find a note that read “Canada is no place for immigrants or terrorists. Go back.” When that 
happened my first reaction was one of uncertainty. What do you do with something like that? Who do you contact? How do you feel?
The note, as horrible as it was because it threatened my own sense of safety in my own home, was just the beginning of a very nasty process 
that showed me once more and first hand that racism is pretty much alive in Canada. Also, it was a reminder of the fact that the famous 
Canadian “politeness” only hides these obnoxious behaviours and hinders any real dialogue about the experiences that people of faith and 
colour have in this country.

In this process, the media picked up my story much faster than the police ever did. However, aside from one or two reporters who actually did 
their homework and acknowledged systemic racism and Islamophobia, which has been responsible for several attacks against women of colour 
and Muslim women in Canada, the rest just made me into the stereotypical oppressed “Muslimwoman” or into an angry woman of colour. 
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After being featured in different media outlets it did not even take 24hrs for the racist and the Islamophobes to start sending me hate emails 
and messages over social media.

But as difficult as that was, it was another realization that truly became an eye-opener. Very few white, non-Muslim friends touch-based with 
me. Only those who are allies and have done work to address their own privilege were empathetic and comfortable enough reaching out and 
offering support. The rest remained quiet. Am I surprised? I should not. At the end of the day, I have been constantly labeled an “angry woman 
of colour,” an idea that is racist and gendered in itself.

One of the first times I was called that was the day a professor of mine asked me about my thesis topic. “So you are another angry woman of 
colour?” He asked with arrogance while we walked into the elevator. I stared at him in shock, not because it was the first time I heard the label, 
but because this was a senior professor of public policy.

“Why wouldn’t I be? White-male privilege has not been particularly good to me or women in my family,” I responded daringly while attempting 
to point out his maleness and his whiteness. He then stared at me, “I will never understand angry women,” he said as he walked out of the 
elevator and rushed away from me.

I was also called an “angry woman of colour” when my white-middle-class colleagues nervously saw me become politically active in issues of 
violence against women of colour, and when I asked them not to set me up with white-privileged men after becoming single. In fact, during 
dinner one of them said to me, “You know, you don’t have to be so angry all the time… for us, at least, you are an honorary white person.” I 
quickly walked out of the restaurant. Such a comment was an affront. And insult to who I am as a person and to my experiences living in 
Canada. It was an erasure of my anger… of the anger that has (multiple) reasons to exist.

I am exhausted of white groups assuming that I am looking for their approval… that I am awaiting an invite into the white people’s club. And as 
much as some may be looking for this, many of us are not. Many of us are just plain and simple angry and trying to find ways to channel our 
anger towards projects that create safe spaces for faith communities and people of colour.

And after the last few months I am angrier than ever… I am angry because I am fearful all the time; because I am concerned about friends and 
family; because I feel that I need to conduct a thrill background check on anyone that comes close to me in order to filter for racists, 
Islamophobes and sexist people; because I am afraid of letting the “wrong” people into my life either as friends or partners; because I have to 
wonder if my exposure and activities will come back to haunt family, friends and the person I am involved with; and because all my complaints, 
as legitimate as they may be, are erased when I am called “an angry woman of colour.”
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The Washing of Accents 
BY FILSAN FARAH 

A midsummer breeze, thick with belonging,
Riddled with billboards of fair skin, starving girls,
Draped in baby skin smoothness,
Greeted you.

You, welcomed it.
Fell on your knees,
And aired out the tapestry of spices from your home.
Danced into arid bathrooms, bloated with insecurities,
And swallowed your mother tongue,
Ripped out Her roots,
And mispronounced your name, in a sea of accents.
Made it lighter,
Softer,
Less hungry,
Less hungered for. 
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At the age of eight, I visited for the first time a strange and unfamiliar place. My grandmother’s house, situated on a corner lot, is 
surrounded by six-feet-tall walls of white bricks. They own acres of farmland around the house, growing corn, sugar cane, mangoes, and 
bananas alongside a variety of other tropical fruits. I can still remember the feeling of the warm grass beneath my feet, the hot sun that 
scorched my shoulders, and the cool breeze that traveled from afar to reach 
my face. From the terrace of this two-story house, I could see fields of green 
and smell the freshly baked bread and spicy foods from downstairs. This 
distinct memory of the place of my grandmother’s home in Trinidad and 
Tobago continues to be a part of who I am today.

One day, grandmother told me she was inviting over a church friend by the 
name of Janice. I was eager for her visit because she was also bringing along 
her granddaughter who was apparently the same age as I was. The doorbell 
rang, and when I opened the burglar-proofed front doors, I was surprised to 
find that Janice and her granddaughter were Chinese. Janice said with a 
strong Trinidadian accent, “I brought over a real nice pot of curry goat with 
cooked rice.” I remember being confused as an eight-year-old child, unable 
to understand how there were Chinese people living in Trinidad, and 
wondering how it was that they spoke with the same accent as my West 
Indian grandmother. One would think that I would be accustomed to diversity, 
having grown up in multicultural Toronto, but as a young girl I had naively 
assumed that Trinidadians looked like my family.

Janice’s granddaughter Christine and I played in the farmlands that 
surrounded the house and ate sweet mangoes and baby bananas right off the 
tree. Christine told me Trinidadian folktales about lost children with 
backwards feet who roam the nights and live under the guggul tree. I 
remember having nightmares about these children taking me away during the 
night. I befriended other children from the village including an Afro-Caribbean named Ricky who joined us in our small adventures in the fields. 
We ate fruit, played games, and told stories to each other. I was no longer surprised to see racial difference among Trinidadians, and instead 
began to see difference as an empowering and positive experience.

The Indian Diaspora, in Canada 
BY NICOLETTE RAMCHARAN
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There are many layers of geography and history when it comes to defining what 
it means to be Trinidadian. I am often asked the question, “What is your 
background?” to which I usually answer, “I am Canadian but my parents are of 
Trinidadian descent.” Both the question and answer are unclear. How many 
historical layers sufficiently define a background? What does it mean to be 
Trinidadian… or Canadian? I have learned through my experience 
at grandmother’s home that “Trinidadian” can mean Indo-Caribbean, Afro-
Caribbean, White, Chinese, or even Spanish. I learned about how it was that my 
friends and I came to hold hands and play together, and the history behind the 
differences in the colours of our skin. The fields of green where my friends and I 
played was a place that my ancestors had worked upon as indentured servants. 
This was the same land that was promised to the indentured servants by the 
British Empire in the late 1800’s. Indentured labour had replaced slavery for the 
British Empire in part because of the end of slavery in 1823, and hundreds of 
thousands of East Indians, Pacific Islanders, and Chinese were shipped on long 
voyages to the Caribbean. In exchange for their labor, the Indian indentured 
workers were given the choice of a piece of land in Trinidad or passage back to 
India.

In considering Canada in the context of a post-imperial geography of the Indian 
diaspora, I see connections between being a diasporic Indian immigrant-settler in 
contemporary Canada and being an Indian indentured worker in 19th Century Trinidad. Both involve a difficult process — though an immigrant 
experience probably pales in comparison to indentured servitude — of moving to an unfamiliar country and facing language barriers, prejudice, 
and racism. Both involve taking risks for new opportunities and hoping for a better future. My mother and father faced many challenges as 
Trinidadian immigrant-settlers in Canada, experiencing discrimination and difficulty in finding secure employment and adequate housing. As I 
reflect on my experiences in Trinidad, I realize I am part of interconnected histories of a transnational diaspora across space and across time.
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When I was younger, all of my cousins knew how to make jollof rice except for me. Jollof rice is a West African staple dish that is cooked in one 
large pot; it is made up of rice that is soaked with palm oil, stewed tomatoes, onions, peppers and any other vegetables and meat or fish that is 
available. I was "too difficult" to teach because I had so many questions about the food we'd eat every week. My mom and aunts never asked 
me to help them out in the kitchen on special occasions. I was ashamed. It was disgrace to my heritage to be so disconnected to our cultural 
foods. I had to sneak in to look and smell while it was prepared and try to piece together the recipe.
 
To understand why it was important for me to know how to prepare this dish is to also acknowledge that our culture isn't easily replicated. It 
takes a kind of innate knowledge and experience that can only be received from the source. But that gets complicated when there is distance. 
While my shame distanced me from the source, my mother’s immigration to Canada from Ghana distanced her from it as well.
 
When someone leaves home, the ways in which they have prepared foods change, and so does their relationship to it. My mother can’t make 
fufu in the traditional way I witnessed with my own eyes in Kumasi. I visited there in 1998 – the birthplace of both of my parents – to see my 
grandmother and the rest of my extended family. I saw my aunts pounding yams (or cassava) in a barrel, with the largest wooden tool I’ve ever 
seen. They were also singing, so as to keep rhythm and pace! When they finished, they took the barrel inside and mixed the pounded yam with 
water over a stove, whisking and beating it until it had the right consistency. Lastly, the palm nut soup was added to complete the meal. That 
memory informs the way I look at the package of processed fufu my mom uses, and how quickly it turns into fufu. It’s the same, but it isn’t the 
same. The one connection my mother maintains to traditionally made fufu is still, to this day, eating out of a bowl made entirely from mud.

The African, Caribbean, Asian, and South Asian grocery stores are a saving grace; they carry most of the spices and foods that make our 
cultural meals the most authentic they can be. These things are either non-existent in the “ethnic aisles” at major chain grocery stores, or are 
too expensive to buy in bulk. It wasn't always like that. The changing economy coupled with the popularity of white TV cooking shows and 
fusion restaurants- that usually don't include the people from those cultures – has meant that food must become more expensive to satisfy 
new demand.

You can now find jollof rice in Whole Foods, and Jamie Oliver can teach you how to make it using whole vegetables. This is precisely how food 
becomes less about sharing and teaching and more about being savvy and chic, undermining the very real experiences that make our foods 
special. It is insulting to act like an authority on foods you have no connection to, and then change the traditional ways of making them, so as

The Language of Food: 
How Does It Keep Us Connected?

BY JEAN BOAMPONG 
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to promote their own agenda. Outsiders are able to superficially include “ethnic” foods in stores in the form of one aisle, and make watered-
down, disgraceful versions of our foods and still get recognition and congratulations.
 
Meanwhile, many of us have terrible tales of kids complaining about the strong smells of our foods, the textures of it, and the ways we eat it. 
Our mothers also had to carry that shame, should they pack our lunches or bring it to us at lunch time. We have also been made fun of, teased, 
and even shunned by our own families for not ‘representing’ our cultures well enough through food. And even when we learned how to make 
our cultural foods- in my case, many years later- and accepted it as normal and fantastic, the shame still lingers on. It’s not a matter of fairness 
as much as it is a matter of respect and acknowledgement of these experiences.
 
As painful as those experiences are, they somehow bring first-generation and immigrant children alike together in conversation. It allows us to 
talk and question the idea whether we are more disconnected than we are connected. From here we can delve deeper into our histories as 
people of multiple Diasporas and see how intertwined we are. What is most interesting about this fact is how much it happens throughout life 
when food and people are in the same room.

When I was in middle school, we would always have potlucks around festive days, upcoming holidays, or whenever my school wanted to show 
how diverse and accepting it was. We had to bring something cultural and representative of our "homes"; assuming our homes were always 
somewhere else and not fluid and complex. I would always bring jollof rice because it was the most non-perishable thing I could bring. Fufu 
would harden and get cold, the same with kenke. When I presented my food to my classmates at lunch time it was like I had found my long-lost 
family members:
 
"Is that fried rice? Is that arroz con pollo? Is that jambalya?”
 
At first I was upset because I was so eager for everyone to learn exactly what I was sharing and representing - I was a Ghanaian in this 
moment- just like my mother was. What I did not realize until I listened to my peers was that they were teaching me how we were connected. 
Many immigrant kids from multiple Diasporas came up to me and told how their moms and aunts make rice that looks and tastes just like jollof. 
From the use of tomatoes to specific kinds of oil and veggies; our heritages intersected in ways we are not often taught about. It affirmed my 
sense of pride for where I come from.

Food sometimes fills in the blanks and answers questions when our vocabulary is not enough. When I had the same experiences in my adult life 
at conferences or when I was having lunch with co-workers, I was able to name my cultural dishes, share recipe tips, and learn about which 
grocery stores to buy the best yams from. The importance of moments like these lies in what gets passed on - the knowledge that somewhere 
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in the past, our peoples have met before.

Navigating constantly conflicting spaces is hard. I work through my constant connection and disconnection to my heritage and country of 
birth, in order to understand where I truly come from. Food has been at the centre of this work, amongst other things, because it is a gateway 
and language of its own. Knowing parts of your culture in the way your parents do, means that something invaluable has been passed on in 
life. It also means that you are no longer an outsider. This is how I reconcile being Ghanaian and Canadian. To know that parts of your culture 
are similar to others’ means a kind of support and community has been found. 
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BY FIZA ARSHAD

gold chains
gold bracelet
gold bangles
gold ring
gold nose ring
gold toe ring
gold anklet
gold water
snatch it all mother¹
the jewellery I wore on the big day
the jewellery that draped my torso
and bathed me gold 
made me shine 
in your beady eyes
made heads turn my way
glaring, awing, smiling, crying. 
do you remember your big day?
do you remember faces?
bronze metal
bronze dress
bronze sandals
bronze gazes
shriveled plastic
you want to mix your bronze 
with my gold
the gold my mama² 

¹Mother is a more formal reference to mother-in-law. In the Pakistani culture, after marriage, your mother-in-law 
becomes a substitution for your biological mother. 

²Mama denotes a more endearing reference to biological mother and differentiates it from mother-in-law.

handed down to me
a symbol, a tradition
of strength, wisdom, love
abstract, concrete. 
I gift it to you mother
for you to light 
the dark canal, damp marshes
and I will sow 
my own silver, 
goldify it.

Dowry 



BY JEAN BOANPONG
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BY FILSAN FARAH 

Diaspora gloom
To my sister, 
On tip toes,
Wide eyed,
Fingers upon rosary,
Nurturing stomach growls of home.

There is no home for us.
There is here, and there.
Here, we are foreign,
There, we are foreign.

We are fettered movements,
Dancing between worlds. 

Immigrant 
Is it our presence?
Does it inconvenience your privilege? 

Did you not see us coming?
Like the pieces of meat from underestimated steak meals,
That latch on between teeth for days. 

Did you think we would be like wallpaper?
Decorated in silence, and texture,
For you to marvel at.

We are here to stay.
We are here to rise.
With our turbans, hijabs, 
And our heavy names, demanding the full use of mouths.
We are here to stay.
We are here to rise.  
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I suspect that the role of the other may be one of the few positions in life, with which, I consider myself intimately familiar, from years of 
unwanted experience as a young racialized woman in Canada. As an Indo-Trinidadian Canadian, I have had the eventful displeasure of 
experiencing racism in a multitude of settings, which makes me cautious about how I will be received in unfamiliar situations. 

Even if I had not been alienated from classmates by skipping three grades when I moved here, the first-born children of immigrants are often 
too heavily weighed down by their family’s expectations to make lasting friendships. There is next to no understanding of balance aside from 
school pursuits, working outside of the home, and attending to the needs of the family, so all else was discouraged, as if any distraction from 
these priorities could yield a slippery slope down into a plethora of North American vices, intent on ruining me, thereby nullifying their 
sacrifices.

Somehow, I still hear myself referring to Trinidad as “back home”, although I am a Canadian citizen who has now lived more years here than the 
country in which I was born. Maybe it is because of the automatic assumption accompanying questions that ask where I am from by “old stock 
Canadians”, as our last Prime Minister Stephen Harper would refer to them, which insist that I must not be from this land originally, like all the 
well-meaning white people, overwhelmingly curious about my background. Similarly, despite repeated messages, with varying degrees of 
hostility from the South Asian community that I am not considered one of them, I cannot help but reflect with nostalgia on my years of 
Bollywood movies, classical Indian dancing, and sitar playing. Despite not knowing the language of my ancestors, I clutch onto Hinduism for 
dear life, as it allows me to affirm connections with the teachings of my grandparents, with each religious observance that I can commit to 
maintaining the required fast for the expected length of time. 

It means having to ask in a job interview how I will be received as a visible minority in the workplace, as well meaning white people drop their 
jaws in shock at my question, as if racism does not occur in their beloved homeland. It must not have existed when I was in line for the cashier 
in North Bay, leisurely chatting with my aunt about plans for dinner and the next day, as the couple in front eyed us suspiciously before the 
man asked the woman, as he motioned with his head towards us, “What are they, terrorists or tourists?” Moments like those made me fear that 
I would someday be known as “that angry woman of colour in the store”! To avoid that menacing outcome, which would take with it my career 
in a small community up north where I already stuck out like a sore thumb, I remind myself to survive, by self-imposed censorship. 

Although I can only speak the language of my colonizer, I have endured numerous approaches by oblivious Canadians intent on speaking 
deliberately slow to me, given their naïve assumption that I communicate in my only language of fluency worse than them, despite having been 
painstakingly instructed in only the Queen’s English, courtesy of Trinidad’s British system of education. These assumptions are far more 
aggravating when entitled professors in graduate school, whose typos left slides stating Deshitorization to mean Dehistorization, had the 

Always the Other 
BY KRYSTAL KAVITA JAGOO
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audacity to describe my work as having “some writing problems”. Despite receiving only an A- from him on that paper, it was later submitted 
without any editing as a writing sample for a pilot project for social justice contributors, into which, I was accepted, alongside professors. 

It means more tongue biting, laboured deep breaths and sips of water than someone other than the other, for whose needs, society caters and 
cushions well, such that racism and sexism are as much as doubted by the unoppressed. It means wondering if you will be deemed hateful for 
your harsh truths as loved ones warn that these words of yours will wound the fragile feelings of those in privileged positions.



BY ALLISON 
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BY FIZA ARSHAD 

if not a drop 
in the ocean?
A drop that creates momentum
       as it falls 
                   into    the body of water. 
 
if not the kaleidoscopic haze
that blinds the sunlight?
A haze that shimmers in the glory
            of life the sun provides. 
  
if not the range of words
to express the unsaid?
                                     That liberate 
from worldly burdens like a       newly 
            born bird learning to fly
as it     unfurls           its wings
                                                           and takes off                into the sky.
 
What is poetry? 
                        Ask yourselves
What is poetry? 
 

What is Poetry? 
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My favorite childhood photo captures me at age 4 perched on my mother’s lap, sitting on an intricately woven pai alongside an aiyar. In this 
photo, the aiyar is guiding my hand through a bed of dry rice grains to form the first letter of the Tamil alphabet, அ (Aa-na). 

Here, I am participating in the ceremonious Hindu custom of initiating a child’s educational pursuit by tracing letters of the alphabet into rice, 
an auspicious symbol of prosperity and growth. Seventeen years later, I look upon this photo and am overcome with a sense of estrangement 
as I ask myself, “how did I let my culture escape me?” 

At 21 years old, I realize that I have done myself a disservice. I can barely form a coherent sentence in my language, letters are foreign squiggles 
to me, and I find myself performing exaggerated gestures to communicate with my non-English speaking grandma. This is certainly not due to 
a lack of exposure to Tamil, but more as a result of a conscious distancing. 

Growing up, I willfully practiced negating associations with my cultural identity to align myself in proximity to whiteness – what I perceived to 
be the ultimate measure of beauty and success. All of my dolls were named variations of Sarah and Ashley because I cursed my ethnic name, 
flushing at the automatic discomfort upon its arrival on the attendance sheet. 

My mother was given strict guidelines as to what she could and could not pack as lunch for me, forbidding anything attached to my 
background on account of being “smelly” and “funny-looking”. As a teenager, I rolled my eyes at Tamil films and shows, assuming them to be 
melodramatic and unintelligent. I used the term “white-washed” as a self-descriptor, adorned as an armour of pride. In hindsight I recognize I 
was mistaking pride for self-hatred. 

The rejection of my cultural identity is a direct dismissal of immigrant strife, which serves as a common thread linking Tamils-Canadians across 
the country. Many Tamils came to this country as refugees after the life-shattering 1983 riots in Sri Lanka. Fleeing from trauma and having to re-
establish life as a visible minority was an extremely painful process to say the least.  My father recounts being denied access to buildings due to 
language incompetency, and piercing racist remarks from service providers. He tirelessly worked at underpaying, labour intensive jobs as a way 
to perpetuate his right to exist within a society that jeered at his presence. 

Yet as a result of his hard work, my sisters and I lead comfortable lives benefiting from Canadian institutions and programs. I have come to 
realize that in denying my culture I was denying my parents’ struggle as immigrants. I was denying the plight of my people, and I was asserting 
that my status as a Tamil-Canadian was not structurally disadvantageous.   

Playing Catch-up with my Culture
BY BRANNAVY JEYASUNDARAM
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I am not unique however, in the compulsive need I felt to mimic whiteness. In fact, the inherent inferiority to white bodies harboured by Tamils 
can be traced to the British colonization of Sri Lanka. During this period, cultural assimilation via religious conversion and English language 
laws rooted a structural power dynamic, favouring those who adhered most closely to European ideals. Burgher populations descending from 
Portuguese, Dutch and British settlers were given increased autonomy by the British constitution, breeding a cultural divide that upheld 
citizens who most closely mirrored whiteness. 

Tamils were tremendously disadvantaged by this structural inequality, and committed to adapting whiteness as a way to gain approval from 
their European rulers. This sentiment is echoed in many first generation Canadians like myself, who often align themselves with their favourite 
film and television stars. Seeing predominantly white bodies excel in media representations of reality, while characters that look like them 
routinely serve as punchlines for racially charged jokes, inevitably ingrains the notion that success is equated to whiteness. 

Seventeen years later, I look at the அ imprinted on the silver plate of rice and feel a sense of overwhelming responsibility to make up for lost 

time. A responsibility to honour the violent struggle of Tamil refugees. A responsibility to counteract the domineering forces of colonization 
and media representation. And above all, a responsibility to my parents, who despite numerous obstacles consistently stressed the importance 
and beauty of Tamil culture. As I start to reclaim my cultural identity, I must remind myself that assimilation takes willful participation, and it is 
up to me to immerse myself in my language, understand my history and contribute to spaces that uplift Tamil communities.
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BY KATLYN TRAN

Before I was born my parents expected to have a son. Already, I let them down. Ever since, I’ve been trying to live up to their expectations. My 
parents wanted me to try hard in school because, as immigrants, they didn’t have the same opportunities as me. Getting good grades, going to 
viet classes, attending church, piano lessons - whatever they wanted, I did it. 

This continued for years, but in grade 7 and 8 I was really struggling to keep up with things at school and at home, and I became depressed. My 
friend group since kindergarten was falling apart, and my mom was upset with me not trying hard to do well the way I used to. When grade 9 
started, I stayed home a lot trying to deal with my depression by myself, but then I was talked about as the girl who skipped.

My mom would ask, “Why aren’t you like your sister?” Sorry I’m not as hardworking and happy as she is. 

In the beginning of grade 10, I cut my hair short to start fresh after a hard year, and I really liked it. When my mom saw, she told me I looked 
disgusting. Later on that day, when I refused to go to church with her, she yelled at me saying why don’t you ever do what I want, why are you 
such a bad child. 

I couldn’t take it anymore so I packed up my belongings and left. I stayed at my cousins’ house for months, ignoring my moms phone calls to 
ask me to come back. During those few months away from my family I got to do things I wanted to do like wear ripped jeans, have my own 
space, and have my own thoughts without them judging me. 

My whole life I tried to fit into the mold that my parents set up for me. Being alone, I realized that with or without people’s thoughts of who 
you are, you’re not that person. Only you know and can figure out who you are. Everyone has a different definition of what life is and you 
should find out what your own meaning is. 
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The odd bloom in, not out
BY MARYAM REHMAN 
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BY SAEEMA 

If you want to tan your skin, first feel how it’s like to hate yourself for having brown skin throughout your childhood.  

If you want to ask, “what race are you?", first live through the time where I would tell everyone that I was an unhyphenated 
Canadian in a desperate attempt to feel like I wasn’t an outsider.

If you want to wear my bindi first, suffer the times people said, “Ew… What is your mom wearing?” when she came to visit 

me at school. 

If you want to ask me where I’m from, first hear my dad tell the story of when a customer in his cab told him “drop me off at 
X address, and then go back to your country”.

If you want to speak against employment equity, first know what it’s like to worry about whether the interview you’re going 
to will have a racist panel.

If you want to wear a salwar kamiz or a sari, first experience the times people treat me like I don’t know English when I wear 
salwar kamiz outside the house.

If you want to criticize “savage third world countries” first recognize that my people went through colonization, genocide, 
and famine at the hands of whites.

I’m ostracized for my history and culture, and you are applauded for appropriating and critiquing it.

Culture does not exist in a vacuum. 

Recognize oppressive contexts and histories.

It’s time to take back my culture. 

It’s time to start loving who I am.

It’s Time
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BY MARYCARL GUIAO 

past is awake
alive

She secures ties — loving, ancestral, cultural, purest — amoungst us

heart mentor, fam visionary, modista
sobrang miss ka na namin
She teaches value of the genuine, constructive interpersonal like Lorena
Barros' justified, undying spirit

honored to be of Her
of a principled industrious empowering sensitivity of transformative depth
honored to be of same surviving clan, tribe, diverse spiritual elements mami
miss kita halikan at yakapin

in the company of under-appreciated heroines like Teresa Maganua, all
respecting my Apu Liling like a "general"; Her resourceful tendencies--like
Captain Nieves Fernandez, she'd be using only the crude and the homemade and
whatever else she could take back from betrayers to reclaim peace of mind

wider systems of oppression and power must support reindigenization, self
determination, non Eurocentric cultural bearing; must forever work to ensure
being worthy of being at chosen-ally status; must allow the access to choose
to live out being with ating mga Lolas

resisting everyday-society barriers pushing alienation from Her authentic
love towards embodying Trinidad Tecson's courage and the fortitude of Maria
Rosa Luna Henson, who, in 1992, was the first Japanese military prostitute
to speak out about the Imperial Japanese Army forcing countless womxn to be

Liling
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“comfort womxn” in the countries they occupied during World War II.
all part and parcel of properly mourning for Her

past, current, projected
violence, repression, degradation, dehumanization, blindly following
religion types prevented so many to love You as You deserve

illegitimate imposed over Us white masculine authority seeped into my blood
the story since European contact

so much of Our
colonized-imperialized-by-western-roman-catholic-&-angelican-led-institutes
herstory was about portraying Pinays,
especially native womxn of Mharlikha, as not human, as not as good as white
womxn just a bunch of geishas types, born prostitutes, born nannies,
uncivilized or babaric or improper or indecent

You countered a myriad of these poisonous cruel consciousnesses

grounding element
amidst prejudice in suffocating worlds which crush reincarnations of The
Katipunan amidst being relegated to powerlessness, insignificance at
society's out edges amidst wounds we inflict on ourselves and
identical-by-their-cause-&-effect wounds inflicted on generations to come

the pain of the women of Betis
of Mharlikha
of unsung Socialist Peminists
of Her growing up
as an adult
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missing our moderna day Liliosa Hilao (she and Eugenia Apostol hearten my
journalism work) lacking Dagami-like revoltz (though-with-follow-throughs)
fraught with globalization and vapid departure from the Dukit tradition.
from Indigeonous and our more modern Pinoy paradigms

Babaylan Mama
of a movement of wkers, refugees across the world as ppl from the South are
displaced and uprooted by global destructions such as the North Atlantic
Free Trade Agreement and even more devastatingly the Trans-Pacific
Partnership

with You, grand antitdote
my process, smooth
to get at the deep rooted logic of domination and expansion that
threatens Mama Earth, all non-animal and animal beings

a source of healing stories, of rhythms of recovery
engaging me away from historic traumas
that perpetrate colonizations, including deprecating internalizations

empress roots Mama
if it were dismantled, we wouldnt have to be preoccupied,
I'd keep You malayo pa safe, secure

parati
mahal na mahal na mahal kita Apu/Lola Liling
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Samaa Ahmed is a diasporic visual artist, writer, and entrepreneur. She specializes in using paint, charcoal, oil, laser cutting, and 3D printing to 
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Allison Balram is a member of the Village Bloggurls program.

Yessica Dahiana Rostan is a Latinx immigrant to Turtle Island who is inspired by the resilience, love and creativity of community builders in 
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and science to explore self, culture and community empowerment, communication and conflict transformation, and collectively re-imagining 
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Maryam Rehman is a muslim, student, award-winning activist, and human in love with a wonderful world she lives in, currently putting all her 
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